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                               Changes in a family 

   A.    Answer the following questions: 

1. What do you mean by ‘family’? 

  Ans:- Family is the collection name given to the people 

who are very dear to us. 

        2. What all live together in a joint family ? 

  Ans:- Father, mother, grandfather, uncle, siblings and 

cousins live together in a  

           joint family. 

      3. Who are working parents ?  

  Ans:- Both father and mother go out to work to earn 

money are called working  

           parents.  

      4. What does birth of a sibling means ?  

  Ans:- Birth of sibling refers to the addition of a new 

members in the family. 

     5. Write three sentence about marriage ?  

 Ans:- (a) Marriage is the happy occasion in which an 

adult man and women agree  



               to become husband and wife. 

          (b) Marriage may increase or decrease the member 

of the family. 

          (c) Marriages are enjoyed by everyone specially the 

children. 

 

    B.  Tick ( √ ) the correct option:  

         1.  Joint families basically consist of the 

members of the 

            a) society                (   )  

            b) maternal             (   ) 

            c) paternal              ( √ )      

            d) none of these       (   ) 

      2.  A nuclear family is a very  

            a) huge family          (   ) 

            b) big family             (   ) 

            c)  minute family       (   ) 

            d)  small family         (√ )  

      3.   A baby take birth in  

            a) school                  (   ) 

            b) hospital                (√ ) 

            c) mall                      (   ) 

            d) None of these        (   ) 



    C. Fill in the blanks: 

        1. Family is the smallest unit  of the 

society. 

        2. A joint family reveals the  unity  among 

the members. 

        3. Nuclear families generally have a 

maximum of  four  members. 

        4. A baby takes birth in a hospital. 

             5. A marriage can increase or decrease the 

size of a family. 

    D.   Write ‘ True’ or ‘ False’ :  

        1. Family is the first school of life.                                      

True  

        2. In a nuclear family, children live with 

their cousins.        False 

        3. Marriages are occasions for 

enjoyment.                           True      

   E.   Match the columns: 

        1. Family                two or more 

generations 

         2. Grandfather        Dadaji 



         3. Aunt                   Taiji/Chachaji 

         4. Father                 Papa 

         5.Marriage              weddings     

   

                                                                        CHAPTER  – 2 

             Changes in Neighbourhood and School  

        A.      Answer the following questions :-  

    1.)    How has the lifestyle of the people 

changed ?  

   Ans-    People wants to spend more and save less and 

they want luxurious life. 

     2.)   Why do the modern day people work 

more ? 

  Ans-   The modern day people work more as they 

want to earn more. 

     3.)   Which clothes do the modern – day 

people prefer ? 

  Ans-   The modern day people prefer the latest trend 

of clothes. 

     4.)   What are the changes in the style of 

celebration of festivals and cultural  



           activities?  

   Ans-   People decorate their houses with electric 

bulbs instead of  earthen diyas in the festival  

                And spare less time on cultural activities. 

     5.)   Why should you adapt to changes ? 

  Ans-    We have to adapt with the changing conditions 

so as to live a good life. 

         B.   Tick (√ ) the correct option. 

         1. what has brought  a changes in the 

life of the Indians? 

            a)  Easternisation        (   ) 

            b) Globalization           (√ ) 

            c) Centralization          (   ) 

            d) Southernisation       (   ) 

         2. Today, people love eating  

           a)  junk food                 (√ ) 

           b)  green vegetables       (   ) 

           c)  balanced diet            (   ) 

           d)  none of these            (   ) 



        3. The modern – days people prefer to 

live in  

           a) bungalows                 (   ) 

           b) mud houses               (   ) 

           c) flats                           (√ ) 

           d) none of these             (   ) 

    c.     Fill in the blanks :- 

           1.  Today, people spend more and save   

less. 

    2. People of the modern day work        

more. 

    3. People prefer fancy clothes to           

trend  ones. 

    4. Children also change a lot as regards 

making   new friend.  

   D.  State True or False :- 

    1. Junk food is good for health.                    

False 

    2. People now prefer living in huts.               

False 



    3. Urbanization has reduced land mass.        

True    

    4. Computer labs helps  the children learn  

       how to operate computer.                           

True 

    5. You have to adjust with the changing  

        Condition so as to live a good life.               

True  

 

                                                                                            CHAPTER – 3 

                       Changes in the Transport System 

    A.   Answer the following question :- 

   1.)  Define transportation. 

Ans = Transportation refers to the movement 

of people and goods from 

          one place to another. 

    2.)   What are national highway ? 

Ans =  The roads that connect state capitals 

or major cities are called  

          National highways. 



    3.)   Comment on the railway network in 

India. 

 Ans = The most popular means of public 

transport  in India is the railway  

           British introduced the railways. The 

first train run between Bombay  

          and Thane in 1853. 

         Deccan Queen and Place on wheel are 

the luxury train. 

   4.)   What do ship require? 

  Ans = ship require port for loading and 

unloading. 

   5.)   When was the first airport invented ? 

   Ans = The first airplane was invented in 

1903. 

  B.  Vocabulary :-  

     1.) Transportation  2.)civilization  

3.)inspired  4.) invention  5.) rural 

     6.) technology  7.) luxury  8.) International  

9.) development  10.) government   

  C.    Tick  ( √ ) the correct option :- 



     1. With the invention of the wheel, at first, 

the ancient people made 

      a)  car                 (   )      b)  bullock- carts             

( √ ) 

      c) bicycles           (   )       d)  none of these             

(   ) 

   2.  Roads made of mud and stones were 

called  

     a)   pucca roads         (   )     b)  metalled 

road             (   ) 

     c)   Highways            (    )     d)  kachcha 

road             ( √ )   

   3.  The first train ran between Bombay and 

Thane in 

     a)  1953              (   )    b)  1593               (   

) 

     c)   1853             (√ )    d)   1855               (   

)    

   4.  Ships are use for carrying 

     a)  bulky goods       (√ )   b) ice                   

(   ) 



     c)  light goods         (   )   d) none of these   

(   ) 

   5.  The Wright Brothers belongs to 

     a)  India               (   )     b)  USA                

(√ ) 

     b)  China              (   )     c)  Japan              

(   ) 

  D.   Fill in the blanks:- 

     1.  The history of transportation is as old 

as the      civilization 

     2.  City roads also have    Flyovers 

     3.  The  British  introduced the railway in 

India.  

     4.   Airways  are the most expensive 

means of transport.   

  E.  Match the columns :- 

   1.  Land transport                             

Roadways and railways 

   2.  G.T Road                                      

Kolkata-Peshawar 

   3.  Palace on Wheels                          

Luxury train 



   4.  Cargo ships                                  Bulky 

goods 

   5.  Boeing 747                                   

Aeroplane   

  F.  Write ‘ True’   or ‘False’ 

  1. The invention of wheel was one of the 

greatest inventions of  

      The early humans.                                                                     

True  

  2.  Road transport does not cause any 

pollution.                              False 

  3.  Metro trains connect two cities.                                                  

False 

  4.  An oil tanker carries petroleum oil.                                             

True  

  5.  Airways are the slowest means of 

transport.                                False 

              

    

 


